1,068
Virtual Attendees of the Energy Exchange 2020 Opening Plenary

13,084
Training Hours offered at Energy Exchange 2020

Training
Largest agency-driven event for energy management community. Energy Exchange provides accredited training on key Federal energy and water management topics, including compliance with legislative and Executive Orders.

Energy Exchange facilitates a skilled and agile federal workforce by increasing competencies, information sharing, and identifying effective replicable solution sets.

Technology
Energy Exchange features technology-focused technical sessions, a tradeshow demonstrating technology solutions, and a technology theater/pavilion.

Participant Workforce Classifications
Energy Exchange 2021: Training Focus Areas

Energy Exchange 2020 offered over 13,000 hours of technical training to attendees and 2021 is shaping up to be another year with robust accredited technical training opportunities.

Energy Exchange 2021 training focus areas include:

- Optimized and Efficient Federal Facilities
- Sustainable and Climate Resilient Buildings and Infrastructure
- Deploying New and Emerging Technologies
- Financing and Implementing Federal Energy and Water Projects
- Future Focused Facilities
The Energy Exchange represents the largest agency-driven training and tradeshow event for the Federal energy management community.

Offering accredited training led by recognized industry and government professionals.

Register today at energy-exchange.com; early bird registration ends June 11, 2021.
- Federal sector registration is $150
- Private sector registration is $200